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Overview
Welcome to the Lionbridge Connector for Adobe Experience Manager (Connector). The Connector 
enables you to automate sending and retrieving content from your Adobe Experience Manager CMS, 
which dramatically reduces the effort required to create, maintain, and publish Web content in multiple 
languages.

How to Contact Lionbridge Connector Support
Telephone: +1-416-363-0888

You can submit a support ticket either:

by email: connectors@lionbridge.com

from the Lionbridge Connector Zendesk page, using your web browser: 
https://connectors.zendesk.com/

For more information, visit:

http://connectors.lionbridge.com/docs/Common/Support_Liox.htm
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System Requirements
The Lionbridge Connector for Adobe Experience Manager  must be installed on  the Adobe Experience 
Manager Author server. The Lionbridge Connector for Adobe Experience Manager supports Adobe 
Experience Manager versions 6.2 and higher.

The Lionbridge Connector for Adobe Experience Manager has no additional hardware or software 
requirements beyond those of Adobe Experience Manager. For detailed requirements, refer to the 
appropriate version of the Adobe Experience Manager Technical Requirements.

What's New?
The PrepopulateLocalTM.Utility utility was updated to support Adobe Experience 
Manager versions 6.2 and higher. 

The new usingCacheService property in the /etc/ctctranslation/debug node in 
CRXDE Lite enables you to enable and disable the cache service.

In the new Skip URL Conversions for Node Properties text box in the Prevent URL Conversions 
section in the Advanced Settings page, you can specify node properties and paths to skip when 
converting URLs.

In the new Skip Translation with Local TM section of the Advanced Settings page, you can 
configure which components or property names of components will be ignored by the local TM 
(translation memory) when users send content for translation with the Use Local TM option. This 
setting prevents the Connector from using any previous translations of the specified components that 
are stored in the local TM.

The Connector no longer supports versions 6.0 and 6.1 of Adobe Experience Manager.

The Disable default language mapping (6.1+) option in the UI and Default Settings section of the 
Configuration page has been renamed to Disable default language mapping, because it is now 
relevant for all supported versions of Adobe Experience Manager. 

Issues Fixed in This Release

Issue ID Description

258722 When using the Connector with AEM 6.4 or 6.5, the Update, Delete, and Close buttons 
in the LSP & Keys page were not displayed properly. The introduction of the new New 
Provider and Edit Provider dialog boxes have resolved these issue.
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Issue ID Description

258723 Previously, in JSON-structured content,  some Unicode characters that were escaped in 
the translation XML file were displayed in the translated content. This issue has been 
resolved. 

258724 Previously, custom languages and codes were not displayed in the Language Mapping 
page. This issue has been resolved.

258725 In version 4.0.0 of the Connector, after clicking Delete for a license key in the LSP and 
License Keys section of the LSP & Keys page, the license key was not immediately 
released by the Clay Tablet Platform, and it was not available for re-installation. This 
issue has been resolved.   Clicking Delete for a license key now immediately causes the 
Clay Tablet Platform to release it and make it available for re-installation.

258727 Previously, when some encoded content was translated to Chinese, question marks ( ? ) 
were returned in the translated content. This issue has been resolved. All translated 
content is now encoded to Base64 before it is saved to the Connector database, which 
prevents this situation from recurring.

258728 Previously, when the Connector imported a .CSV file to the Component Mapping 
page, it did not recognize that the first row was a header and not actual data, so it 
imported all  fields as data. This issue has been resolved. The Connector now recognizes 
both ComponentPath and PropertyName as headers. For more information 
about supported elements of an imported .CSV file, refer to the Lionbridge Connector for 
Adobe Experience Manager Installation Configuration Guide.

258729 Version 4.0.0 of the Connector did not support sending out content for translation from 
version 6.5 of the Adobe Experience Manager Sidekick, and an error message was 
displayed. This issue has been resolved. 

258731 Version 4.0.0 of the Connector required connecting to the new Clay Tablet license server, 
which did not support  the preemptive authentication required by some proxy servers. This 
issue has been resolved. The new Clay Tablet license server now supports  preemptive 
authentication.

258733 After version 4.0.0 of the Connector was installed on Adobe Experience Manager version 
6.5, adaptive-form fragments were not editable in the Touch UI, and error messages 
were displayed. This issue has been resolved.
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Issue ID Description

258734 In version 4.0.0 of the Connector, if JCR properties were specified  in the Metadata 
Configuration section of the Advanced Settings page, then the metadata was not 
translated, and it was overwritten by the source content. 
This occurred whether or not the Translate Metadata check box was selected or cleared 
in the Translation Default Settings sub-section of the UI and Default Settings 
section in the Configuration page. These issues have been resolved.

276509 Previously, in the Component Mapping page, selecting components and clicking 
Collect did not collect the selected components and display them in the Collected 
Possible Property Fields for Translation list. This issue has been resolved.

283028 Previously, the following scenario occurred when using the Lionbridge Translation 
Connector for Lionbridge Freeway:

You specified analysis codes in Lionbridge Freeway.
You renamed the analysis codes from their default names in Lionbridge Freeway. 
In the Translation Platform section, Freeway Config sub-section of the 
Configuration page of the Connector, you  selected only the Require Value 1 check 
box.

In the LSP page of the Bulk Translation wizard, if Lionbridge Freeway was selected in the 
Choose LSP box, in the Analysis Code section, the Connector selected the first 
analysis code in alphabetical order instead of selecting the analysis code originally named 
Analysis Codes 1. This issue has been resolved
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Known Issues

Issue 
ID

Description

283021 By default, the Connector caches all the files for translation and all received translation files. 
To instruct the Connector not to cache these files, edit 
/etc/ctcpipelineconfig/ctcTranslationPipes.xml  in CRX and 
follow the instructions in the comments in that file about how to comment out or enable 
particular steps in the Pipeline to meet your needs. Starting in version 2.5.0 of Connector, 
the files are stored in the database, so you should update the 
DeleteLocalTranslationFile pipeline step to remove cached files from the 
database instead of looking in the file system. For updated instructions, please contact 
Lionbridge Support.

283022 When using Adobe Experience Manager 6.2, some pages and dialog boxes that are slow to 
load are blank instead of populated with data. This is caused by an issue in Adobe 
Experience Manager 6.2. You can contact Adobe Support to receive a hotfix for this issue, 
which will be fixed in an upcoming Adobe maintenance release.

283025 In versionx 3.3.x of the Connector, after removing a user from Adobe Experience Manager 
who still had jobs in the Translation Queue, users cannot open the queue, and an error 
message is displayed.

283026 When using the Microsoft SQL Server database, monitoring a job from within Adobe 
Experience Manager that was sent using Adobe's Translation Integration feature initially 
displays the job status as Committed for translation, but that automatically 
changes to Cancel.

283029 In the Translation Queue, clicking a link in the Page column displaying the path and name of 
a Content Fragment does not open that fragment in a new browser tab. Instead, the 
browser tab displays a 404 error.

283030 The Sample_CT_Workflow_Translation workflow add-on is not supported in 
the current release. Therefore, you cannot use this workflow to send content for translation, 
either from the Inbox or from Sidekick. 

 When the add-on for Lionbridge Freeway is installed, Freeway-specific fields are displayed 
in the second page of the Sidekick wizard even when Lionbridge Freeway is not selected as 
the translation provider (LSP).
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